Secure your place at our Open Event for prospective year 7 students
and in-year admissions on Thursday 24th September at 5pm.
Simply scan the QR code below to complete an online form,
email admissions@fleggoa.co.uk or phone 01493 749207.
Happy. Safe. Successful. These three words sum up the aims of Flegg High Ormiston Academy where everyone focuses on
ensuring the best outcomes for every child.
We know that each child is different and offer a broad, ambitious yet inclusive curriculum that enables students to discover new
talents, be inspired and challenged and to thrive. Our experienced teachers know what excellence looks like and how to encourage and
support students in achieving this. As a result, students attain well. Results in English, Mathematics and the English Baccalaureate
exceed national averages with many achieving grades 9-7 across a range of subjects. We inspire our students to nurture big dreams
and empower them to make those dreams a reality.
Whilst some schools have slimmed their curriculum offer, Flegg is proud that its rigorous academic core is enriched by a wide range of
creative and technical subjects. Students are able to experiment in well resourced science labs, to trial and develop in technology
workshops and catering rooms, to create in art, dance and drama studios and to participate in team and individual sports using our
sports hall, 3G and rugby pitches alongside our fitness suite. A wide curriculum helps ensure happy, engaged children who become
well-disciplined and motivated learners.
At Flegg we know that there are no excuses and we set the bar high. We are determined for all to achieve and provide a supportive
environment for all to learn. From the first day of lockdown, all students received 5 hours a day of online learning with teachers live in
virtual classes to model and help students. Between 23rd March and the 15th June there were 18573 interactions between students and
teachers online. We are adaptable, student focused and constantly striving to be better.

Interested in being a part of Team Flegg? Get in touch to find out more.
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